
Timber Tuff TMW-20 Log Grabber Chain, 12’ 

 
Timber Tuff’s TMW-20 12’ Log Grabber Chain is a must-have tool for anyone skidding or 

dragging logs. The 12’ chain has 5/16” links, making it the perfect size for a wide variety of log-

hauling tasks. Designed with choker technology, the Log Grabber Chain tightens more the harder 

you pull the chain to give you a reliable hold on logs. The chain has the unique feature of 4’ of 

one-of-a-kind “V” grippers which work to prevent the slipping and rolling of the chain, giving 

you a firm hold as you skid and grab logs. Tow logs easily by slipping the loop over any 2” ball, 

enabling you to use your trucks, ATVs, UTVs, and more to pull your logs. Constructed of heavy-

duty steel for a durable and long lasting tool. The safety clips helps you stay safe and adds to the 

reliability of the Log Grabber Chain while the bright, green color allows you to easily see the 

chain. Timber Tuff’s Log Grabber Chain is perfect for grabbing and skidding and is ideal for 

commercial and individual use.  

o 12’ Log Grabber Chain has 5/16” links 

o Designed with choker technology that tightens more the harder you pull the chain 

to give you a reliable hold on logs 

o Features 4’ of unique “V” grippers which prevent slipping and rolling of the chain 

to provide a firm hold as you skid and grab logs 

o Loop slides over any 2” ball for easy towing 

o Constructed of heavy-duty steel for a durable and long-lasting tool 

o Safety clip helps you stay safe and adds to the reliability of the Log Grabber 

Chain 

o Bright, green color gives you easy visibility of the chain 

o Perfect for grabbing and skidding logs; ideal for commercial and individual use 

 


